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• The Future's most bizarre contest, see
Sound & Vision, page 5
• For an up-tcrdate ca/,endar; see At a
Glance, page 2

University of Central Florida
Voll4No.35

Two Professors injured
iri island traffic .accident
extended treatment on Monday.
The accident left Guest with a
crushed
pelvis, doctors told Tucker.
One UCF professor was "holding
10 units of blood while
She
required
her own'' and another was listed in ·
still
in
the
islands
and another 30
stable condition Wednesday, after
unit~ when she reached Miami.
their moped collided with a truck ln
A tourniquet was applied to her leg
the Cayman Islands on Sunday.
to
control the bleeding until she could .
Dr. Sandra Gqest, a psychology
jll'Ofessor here since 1977, was in critical be sent to Maimi, where a partial amcondition afer a partial leg amputation putation of one leg was performed:
The amputation was partly a result
at Jackson Memorial Hospit.al in Miami,
of -the lack of extensive medical
.according to Dr. Richard Tucker, a UCF
psychology professor who spoke with treatment available in the islands,
are· located 480 miles south of
attending
physicians.
Guest's. which
Miami, Tucker said.
physicll:µls could . not be reached for
According to Tucker, doctors were
comments.
optimistic about Guest's recovery
Dr. Mark Stem, UCF's political Tuesday when . she periodically
science "Professor of the Year" for ·regained conciousness.
In response to an outpouring of
1981, suffered multiple fractures of
his hand, as well as cuts and student concern, Tucker suggested
abrasions. He did not require inten- that "anyone -who wishes to do
something may donate blood in her
sive care.
Accident, page 3
The two were flown to Miami for
by Michelle Naspinski
Assistant managing editor

& A: Perez draws out,
defines SG's purpose
Q

·Future Editor in chief Mike Griffin - mediate goals your administration
interviewed stildent body President will be working for?
Perez: Well, I'm working on getting
Tico Perez about his plans for the upcoming year and some of the issues this (summer) graduation. I'm not
slire how we're doing on that but
. his administration is currently facing.
Perez is a three year veteran of UCF we're certainly doing all we can.
Basically·our projects will consist of
Student Government. He first serv~d
continuing
ones that have already
as the Lobby Annex Director under
·
been
started
and expanding on othersformer president Armando Payas.
-for
example,
the Kiosk (located near
That position is now called the state
the
reflecting
pond).
We want to open
.advocate. Payas appointed Perez to
that
up
in
the
fall
and have ticket
the stud<tfi't; senate where he served
and.ipformation
there. I'm going
sales
until his election to the position of
to
try
to
~ove
the
Kiosk
to a more
vice president in June 1981.
central
location.
Perez beat f0:rmer Attorney General
We're reviving a draft of the Book
Pete Morl,ock in a runoff election and
was sworn in as student body Exchange, we hope to have it ready
by fall but it will probably be in the
president last month.

1

Future: What are some of the im-

Perez, page 3

Nattile goes for broke
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·Rallying for ERA
N«Diy fiJ projJonents of tlu! Equal Rights Amendment gathered .at, UCF
Wa1nesday for a recept:Wn honoring ERA OJuntdown Workers. TM gathering
also seroed ro kick-off tlu! ERA March on ·t:1w Capitx:Jt which will be held Sunday in Tallahassee. -See related editoria4 page 7.

UCF comments...Why do they support the ERA?
'"I'lwre is no other way t;o stand The word it;self means equal, rig~ts for all
mak and fempl,e. "-Dr. Pat Manning, professor ofEducation. .
·
"1 support TM Equol lllghts Amendment ~· that there is a written guarant:ee
that there will be equality under the law. Giving ap seroice t;o it is just riot
good enougl}. "-He/,en Goodson, presU:lent of the Seminole Education
Association.
"I have four daughters. It is inconceivab/,e t;o me that they and tludr children
will face the same salts of discrimination that I have faced all my life. ".JaM
Emmons, candidate t:oo t}J,e District 38 seat of the FWrida House ofRepresentatives
.
"I see the amendment as a very simple statement in favor of equality
between the sexes. I don't ·see how anyone could possibly oppose the
statement. "-Bruce Whistler, professor of music.
"I believe in it. I believe we need it. We are progressed in technolngy but not
in lwmanitmian thinking. It doesn't seem right ''-Dotothy Kanoon, roorwnaror ofphot,ography, graphics, and instructional, resources.
''How can it be misinterpreted? It states that equal, rights will not be denied
or a]Jridged on aceourit ·of sex. It is definitely a positive thing. "-Douglas
Kukack, UCF library staff.

The Equal Rights ~~ndment:
Equa/,ity of rights under the law shall
not be denied or abridged by the
United States or by any state on account of sex.
-·

UCF's all-tin1e hitter sets his · sights for the major leagues
.by Vince Cotroneo

'· ·

Future Staff

At 21 years of age, Sam Nattile is perfect for the draft.
He's young, in good· health, and swings a powerful bat.
What good would a bat do in getting drafted? Well, when
it's the major league baseball June player draft, it's-a key
ingredien_t to being selected.
After three years of hard-hitting baseball in a UCF
uniform, Nattile hopes · to be one of mruiy baseball
hopefuls selected in .next week's selection process. The
, draft begins Monday in New York and concludes Wednesday.
"I think I have a good chance.to be picked in one of the
first five rounds," said Nattile; who would be only the
second UCF player select:ed after ·the New Y9rk Yankees
picked Jeff Rudolph in 1979. "If not in the first five, I'm
very confident that I'll be selected by the tenth round."
Three . teams have moved into the forefront for Nattile's servfoes. The Philadelphia Phillies and Los Angeles
Dodgers have expressed interest from the National
Le.ague, as well as the Baltimore Orioles from the
American Le.ague. With just days remaining, Nattile
feels his best· chance lies with the Orioles.
Nattile, page 3

Sam Nattile hits a winner for UCF. The 21-year-old athlete awaits the big league draft next week in
New York. PhotobyJoyceWade
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THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cµt $7.00

AT A

GlANCE

Full Service Salon

Walk-IriS Welcom.e
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)

282-1700

l)NION PARK

Update. ----------

·Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8
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DEL-IVEltYSERVICE-AVAILABLE
· ~ Don.ut-·

24 HOUR$.

:

•

. Nei.1Orzo

.:

Jack McCabe

.:

·e

1510 S. Orlando Ave., Maitland, FL. 32751
(305) 647-9549 .
.
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ICE CREAM SUPERMARKETS
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7438

University Blvd.
UniversitySquare

I
I Thinny Thin
I Buyone,

with coupon ·

j get one free

I
I
Open

11 a.m.
to
10 p.m:

3 · 8 fi. c:z· siuonly_
~_: ch~e_-~ires6111~-

I

Buyonepackage,

I

get one free.
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Nutty
Roya1e

l

.678-0637
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, ·
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·

- .
with coupon
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The Scientific Approach to Total Look
for Men and Women .. .Includes Hair analysis

OPEN

WEARE HERE

9·5 Tues. • Sat.
Thurs. Eve.
by Appt. Only
CURRY FORD ROAD ..

V'

No Gratuities Pleas.e

273-1313

@RE~KEN®

94th A8ro Squadron ·
Dally_Lunch
and Dinner
Specials and
Tfle Catch of

Visit our
Cabaret Lounge
For:

'J!le Day.

Happy Hour

Starting May 31st

•

Sundowners
Select,d Entrees $7.95!

''A Dining
Experience''

2 for 1 Mon-Frf if
4-&p.m • .

Disc Jockey
Wed-Sat

if

Siient Movies
it

Video Games "

· Journey Through Our Romantic Trenches
Overlook the Beautiful Orlando Executive Airport
898-4251
Memorabllla

June 10. Registration will begin at 6:45 at the Center Auditorium.
The public is invited and urged to attend the symposium, which will present
a series of four panels with speakers from UCF, law enforcement Agencies, the
courts, HRS and the media.
·
For mpre information, call the UCF Student Center at X-2611.

4200 E. Colonial (Hwy 50)
Orlando

The UCF Real Estate Institute will offer five courses in June, including twd
. for prospective sales persons. All but one of the courses will be held in the
evening.
A six-week Real Estate I course conducted at St. Mary Magdalene School in
Altamonte Springs, started June 1. Classes meet from 6 to 10 p.m., Tuesdays
and Th~sdays. A tw~weekdaytime course will begin June 14 at the UCF
South Orlando Campus in Orllµido Central Park. Classes will meet from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday. Tuition for Real Estate l is $90 with
texts.
A Real Estate II (Brokers) course will be conducted on the UCF campus for
two weeks starting Tuesday. Classes will meet from 6to10 p.m., Tuesday and
Thursday, and 9 a.m. to ·5 p.m., Saturday and Sunday. Tuition is $120 and inclun~~ t.he book.
.
· There will be a state examination review course today through Sunday at the
South·Orlando Campus. Sessions will meet 6 to 10 p.m., Friday; and 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., Saturday and Sunday. Tuition, which includes a study guide, is $30.
The AIREA Appraisal Principles course will run from June 10 to July 13
with classes to be held at Winter Park High School. Sessions will meet from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m., Tuesday and Thursday. Tuition is $180, which includes books
and the AIREA exam.
For more details on these and other courses offered through the Real Estate
Institute call X-2126.
Seven summer workshops for instrumentalists will be. offered by the UCF
Music Department sUl!ting June 14. Included will be separate courses in
clarinet, strings, oboe and bas~oon, saxophone, {lute, guitar and piano.
The workshops are .designed for resident or non-resident students and are
four or five days long. Enrollment is limited.
It is recommended that students register for a particular workshop two
weeks before it begins.
The schedule is as follows: clarinet, June 14 - 18; strings, June 14.: 18; oboe
' and bassoon, June 21 - 25; flute, June 28 - July 2; piano, July 8 - 11; guitar, July
28- 30; saxophone, July 26-30.
The fee for ea~h of the workshops is $55. Housing in UCF dormitories is eXtra and ranges from $24 to $52 depending upon options.
For further information, contact the UCF Music Department at X-2867 or
the UCF College of Ex~nded Studies at X-2123,

•••
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Authentic WW I

The Orange County -Crime Prevention Commission .and UCF will present a
Crime Symposium titled, "Crime in Four Acts" at the UCF Student Center

•••

Azeem Hairstyling

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando

Events------------

•••

COIJAIJ.

$1offon
Sheet Cake

•••

.•
.

MAllUND

~

The student senate Tuesday confirmed the appointments of Mark Geary as
.
dorm liaison and Bob Larr as senate adviser.
Student body President Tico perez reappointed Al Ferguson to the post of
attorney general, following a senate refusal of the appointment last week.
Ferguson's appointment is now being reconsidered by the Elections and Ap. pointments Committee and will go before the senate ag~ on Tuesday.

Call For Reservations ·

Cheerleaders and aspiring cheerleaders from the ages of 10to18, who attend
area schools are invited to participate in a summer Cheerleading Camp June
23-26 at UCF.
Campers will receive comprehensive instruction in sidelines, stunts,
pyramids, tumbling, elementary gymnastics and special workshops. Awards
will be given in varsity, junior varsity and junior high divisions.
The Golden Eagle Cheerleaders Association will provide the instructional.
staff for the camp. Golden Eagle is a Virginia-based organization, that provides
guidance in spiritual and mental development, as well as cheerleading skills.
This is Golden Eagle's eighteenth year in cheerleading instruction.
_
For further information about the UCF Camp call toll-free 1-800-36~-3169.

•••

The Maitland Art Center will offer summer art classes for adults, young
adults and children at the center's studio school. Classes will begin the week of
June 21.
For more information concerning registration, call the school at 645-2181.
The Maitland Art Center is located at 231 West Packwood Ave. in Maitland.

•••
Engineers, scientists, manufacturers and growers .meet in Orlando July 2023 to tackle critical water conservation problems.
The conference, sponsored by the Amencan Society of Civil Engineers with a
host of cooperative sponsors, including the UCF college of Engineering_, will
concentrate on land irrigation and drainage, two issues that are cause for
mounting concern among environmentalists.
The conference at Sheraton Twin Towers will be keynoted by John W. Hernandez, Jr., deputy administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency.
The speakers for the various sessions will include engineers, university resear·
chers, soil scientists, . growers, hydrologists, industrialists, representatives
from regulatory agem;ies and others.
Those wishing to register for the conference may do so before July 9 by
calling the UCF College of Extended Studies at X-2123.

•
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Perez----------------------------------frompaget
spring.
Future: I interviewed former student
body President George Chandler last
week and his style seems to be a lot
· different than yours. For example he

said he consulted with key senate Al Ferguson for Attorney General,
You've
re-appointed
members and with the senate as a however.
whole before he made policy decisions. Ferguson to the position and sent him
George attended several meetings back for consideration. Why do you
and informed the senate how he would feel the senate refused·to approve him
and why did you re-appoint him?
act on certain bills. How will you hanPerez: I think it's a political problem
dle relations with the senate?
Perez: The executive interference we in the senate. There's no question that
saw last year won't happen this_year. he is very capable of doing the job.
I think they (the executive and He's one of the top 10 debators in the
legislative bodies) need to l;>e totally country, he's got the research skill,
separate bodies, yet I will keep them he's got the verbal skill, he's got the
informed on my decisions and ask qualifications of being the best attortheir advice on some things. However, ney general we've ever had here. It's
: on financial decisions, like the dealing obviously a political ideal problem the
with the branch campuses and things ' ~enate has with him.
.
: of that Mture, will come right out of ·Future: Chandler said last week that
· my office and my <;abinet because asking the senate to approve all your
that's my responsibility.
·
appointments in mass was a sign of
Future:
Getting your cabinet disrespect for the sena~. How do you
·
nominations approved by the senate feel about the senate?
has been a problem. Ray Gates and Perez: As far as the senate is concernBarton Weeks were confirmed for ed, they are elected by the students
your two advisory positions and Mark and they are a necessary check on the
Ge.ary was confirmed as your dorm executive branch. I'm very glad to
Pam Gimson/Future
liaison. The senate wollld not confirm have that two-thirds vote to override
a decision if they feel.it's a mistake.
I'll use them as an advisory body, I
· 11~11tir
FIOrl~• have a lot of respect for the sepate. I
was a senator and I know how they
work.
·
·
As far as my cabinet appointments
\
are concerned I did what every other
president has done in the past- I

TicoPerez

.Thi .MOit Co•pltte

Shops·'' Central

"LOW PRICES"

"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

......

·111111111

toul E. Celiilll Or.

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

....

..

{~Ill ..,,.,.....,

llASIER URI • ViSA

·

We want to get more financialaid dollars~ One .of the main issues the
Florida Student Association will be
fighting for is that one-cent sales tax.
. It will raise $700 million and now only
$52.9 million is allocated for
education. We want to improve
, on that.
Future: Anything you'd like to add?
Perez: If there is any problem that
either the senat.e or the administration had with the previous
presidential administratio~ (Chandler's) I would hope that it is worked
out quickly. I'm hitting a lot of road
blocks after Chandler and after the
problems that he caused and I'm
hoping all that can be put behind SG.

Accident------ -frompage1

6IO CllftH St.

'llS.:9127

brought them up at the same time
ap.~ requested that they be approved.
I did not request that they be approved in mass.
,
Futtire: What if Ferguson is not approved today (Tuesday)?
.
Perez: Thenf1f appoint another at. torney general.
FutUre: What are some of the things
you'll work for in Tallahassee?
Perez: I'm glad you asked that. We're
working on several key matters. One .
is the tuition increase. They are
pushing for another one since we beat
it last year.

tft..tm

· (Guest's) name ·at any Central Florida
Blood Bank.
More than 30 units of blood were
transferred t0 Miami from the UCF
account, Tucker said. A bloodmobile
. :will be on campus on June 15.

Guest was teaching one class,
Psychology . of Women, during the
"A" term of the summer session. The
remainder of the co~se will be taught
by Dr. Nancy Jones, an adjunct
psychology professor.

Nafti le---------1!">mpage1
Nattile attended the Oriole camp
-UCF, N attile found himself returning
Saturday in Deland. After three years to his high school position of careher
at mostly rightfield and third base for · at the tryout camp.
"They said my chances for being
drafted
would be better if I tried cat.chYOU are welcom~ at the
. er. It meant more money as well. I
First Baptist Church Of Oviedo will do whatever is necessary to join a
major league organization," .Nattile
5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
said.
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL

·
!

William R. Marr, D. Min., Pastor

Call Now

-

273-9444

365-3484

Worship --

8:30 am, 11:00 am, & 7:00 pm

~

·

College & Career Bible Study
9:45am

. Daily Specials
Monday
Busch Draft
$2. 75/pltcher
Tuesday
Stroh's
75 cents a bottle
Wednesday
Ladles' Night
2for 1
On All Draft

Thursday
Pitcher M\chelob
$3.00
Friday
Happy Hour
All Day
Saturday
Heineken
$1 .00/bottle

Appearing June 4th and 5th
Shades of Gray

*

ALL NEW GAMES

*

A consistent Knight baseball career
has ~ept the major "league scouts interested in N attile since he was a
freshman. But it was last summer in
the prestigious Cape Cod Summer
League that Nattile gained the cri~ics'
praise.
While playing for the Falmouth
commodores, Nattile led the league
with a .. .443 batting average, a mark
that still stands as the best ever accomplished in the league. That feat·
opened the floodgat.es to the opportunities·N attile now has before him.
Nattile continued his torrid hitting
for UCF in 1982. His .371 average
was tops among the starters. He led
the team hits (66), home runs (11) and
RBI's (51). The home run total is the
most in a sfugle season by a Knight
player.
At the end of his junior year, Nattile is the UCF career leader in home
runs (24), RBI's (143), hits (206), :
triples (11) and batting average (.352). With 1Y2 years left towards a
marketing degree, N attile said his
· parents have mixed .feelings about
him leaving school early. To Sam, it's
a chance that can't be passed up.
"My parents know I want to go and
play," Nattile said. "I can always go
back and finish school during the off
season. This opportunity may never
present itself again.''
·

...........................
P..~~J
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so·cent Draft
HAPPY HOUR
EVERYDAY 4-7

creativity
responsibility
drive and ambition

If you've got:

WEDNFSDAY
ENDLESS
HAPPY HOUR

Then the Future has the most important thing you need to get a
good job in your field:

4p.m.·2a.m.

EXPERIENCE -

Sell-ads for the Future as an account executive.
Visi't the Future Business Office or call: 275-2865

·oon'·t
Gamble on Burglary
.

.

SECURE YOUR HOME!
• Join with neighbo_rs to make your street safer
·• Install keyed locks ·on sliding glass_doors
• Have auxiliary window locks
•Use peephole viewer before opening door
·• Light all entrances .
•Trim shrubs back from doors and windows·
,W~·ite for a free booklet:

Attorn·ey General's Office
Tallahassee, Florida 32304 ·
Governor's Council on Criminal Justice

MARKETPLACE
typists.
·EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full .time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.
and editing Included. Reasonable. Call
Bea, 678-1386.
Typing service available. 11· years ex·
perlence .. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.
Rates too hlg.h? Call mel Prof. typist, 16
yrs. experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS 678-4360.

Need a roommate? Have something to sell? For
only 50 cents a line, students, faculty,' and staff can
advertise in the Marketplace and reach the campus
market. Ads must be submitted in person and paid .
for at the time ~f placement. Call 275-2865 or stop
by the Busine~s Office before noon the . Monday
before the ad is to be run.

for ·s ale
'78 Corvette - Sliver Annlversor, 29,000
ml., mint cond. Phone 275-2350 or 6472599.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. . Expert
correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation. Term papers, thesis, dissertations, research papers, resumes, and
typing. All work prepared on IBM display
writers. Full·tlme staff, all have college_
dsgrees. 24 hr. turnaround avall. 671·
3007.

Vlvltar Serles 1 35-85 wide angle zoom
stlll, In box, $300. For Canon camera.
New Minolta XG·1 with 135mm telkefoto,
118x auto flash, case, strap, $300.
New Minolta underwater came·ra, still In
box, $90.
,
Vlvltar 300mm auto f/5:6, S200 Olympus.
Vlvltar 90mm macro lens universal
mount, $100.
Canori AE-1 w/ 50mm lens, $225.

Word Processing, computer accuracy
with dot matrix printer. From $1.50 per
page. Licensed notary. Call Jackie, 678·
3173.

Calculator for ssale. Hewlett PaGkard 38E
ftnanclal calculator with battery charger,
$80. 678..°6120 after 5 PM.

TYPING - appearance counts In grading!
Experienced typist·. 1 mlle from campus •
do all types of work. Materials & minor
editing Included. IBM SEL. II. Marti, 3656874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:30 PM or
UCF X-2811.

Chest freezer, 15.3 cubic ft. Holds 535 lbs.
Like new. $200. Ph. 365-8537.

help wanted
Male subjects needed to view computerassisted Instruction. Wiii be paid $20 for 2
hours of experiment. Call 275-2547 after· ·
noons & leave name, phone,&. time you .
can be reached.

I

•

services
Top tennis Instruction by Eddie Krass,
1979-1982 UCF tennis team member. ,
Coached 3 years at Harry Hopman's In·
Tennis
Camp,
where
ternational
McEnroe, Gerulaltus, McNamee, McNamara, and others train. Can teach
beginners, Intermediates, or advancec;t
players. Private or group lessons. $+0 per
hour. Call 275-1413 or 282·6685 ·and ask
for Eddie.
Gay Community Services of Central
Florldp offering legal and medical
referral, counseling, hot llne with trained
members 8t speclal activities. For lnfor·
motion call 843-2750.
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TEST, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Avenue.
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
0606; or toll free 1·800-432-8517.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential ser- •
vices.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

for rent
Furn. studio & 1-br. opts. In Chuluota on
Lake (10 min. from UCF).From $235/mo.
(utll. tncl.) Call R. Bates, 849-0020.

-

273-5610 .

UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished&. Unfurnished $215· $240
2 Pools, Tennis Courts
On-site bus svc. to UCF &Colonial Mall

(JCS
. r t!:oc
·fr)1. .

C::Ltntc

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speakers Service
2233 LEE RD. WINfER PARK

628-0405
Toll Free 800-432-5249
ORLANDO & WINTER PARK

OiAMBER OF COMMERCE
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-----~~/;~~--------High adventure on a 'cruise to nowhere'
by Mike West

can find one - that speaks your
language. From British black-jack
dealers to J amaiCan. bartenders to
Turkish waiters, the staff provides a
jovial, international represent;ation..

Future staff

Excitement can sometimes be hard
to come by, especially in the summer.
But on one hot morning, as I
watched a "Leave It To Beaver"
rerun while listening to the radio, a
heavenly chorale began . smging
"Escape! Es~pe!--qn Sea Escape."
My initial reaction to the commercial
for the "cruise to nowhere" was, "too
much money." But after checking into it, I decided to splurge on the $140 .
two-day weekend excmsion rather
than the $70 one-day outing.
With my beautiful financiaI .consultant, I anxiously drove the short
distance to Port Canaveral.
We boarded the ship at 10 a.m.
Saturday and immediately began exploring the facilities (starting with the
cabin, at my insistence.) It was small
but sufficiently equipped with a bed
and a bathroom. It would do nicely, I
thought as we headed for a pre-lunch

Although the ship may not be the
steaming hotbed of sexual delig~ts as
depicted on "The Love Boat," there
are an abundana3 of single men and
women aboard. There were more than
enough scanty bathing suits that
barely covered tQ.e bountiful assortGambling, of course, is a prime ment of physical specimens. ·It's
diversion. I watched one· elderly enough to give one a sore neck from
passenger shove q~arters_ into one slot just looking around the ship.

already staggering like real pros.
Drinks. from any one of the five
lounges are good and relatively inexpensive. Most cocktails are $1.75 and
call brands cost about $2.

his

machine until I thought
arm
would fall off. Just as I shook my
•••
head in sympathy, he hit the $600
, jackpot. Some luck.
Finally, Sunday night arrived as
I had the fine· pleasure- of losing
money at the bla~k-jack tables. With the lights of Port Canaveral came into
vi~w on the horizon. The cute
only $10, I managed to stay in. the
·garrie for 'two hours
I watclied · honeymoon couple whom we last saw
others around me drop 20 to 50 boarding two days earlier finally
dollars in a mlltter of minutes.
emerged from their bin below. Just
think, two whole days of nothing but
During the weekend, we met a lot of backgammon (I'm sure.)
As we checked our luggage through
friendly folks. One couple, Lois and
Jimmy, were maybe too friendly. I customs, I wished we could })ave
was suspicious when they asked us stayed on for at least another month
to visit their cabin and suggested that or two. With good memories, I knew
that I would _return to Port C~veral
we bring the cooking oil.
The service personnel on board were and Sea Escape to lose those sumnier
blues once again. .
~~ry courteous and helpful-when you

After drinking . sev~ral dozen
Bloody Marys, my shipmate and I
went to the dining room. The one-day,
cruise provides two buffet meals but
on the weekend adventure, we enjoyed six feasts and a midnight_snack.
(Nothing J.Uce eating ravioll at 1 a.in.
on a rolling ship.)

while

ea

drink.
As we dined and engaged in other
As the ship churned toward open shipboard activities, we were swarmed
waters, it ·began listing with the by the ·three professional photowaves, which caused me to stagger graphers whose business is to take
and sway as I strolled the corridors. pictures of all the passengers. They
Several other passengers had been in . then sell you these treasured memen- .
the bar since boarding and were tos for $4 a print.
~

•

****************~
Let's Make a Deal Contest .
• · On

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • .•

*

It
It

The curtain or the box? : Record

It

:

*
:
it

·*
•
:
•
•
:

In this, the 3rd of the Fabulous Summer ·contest Series, we now
present something a little different. Instead of the usual fill-in-the-blanktype quiz designed to massage the memory cells, we offer a no-frills, nolimits opportunity to challenge your Creativity and Imagination.
Recalling the days of tele\tision's greatest game show, this contest
allows you to choose what's behind the curtain and what's inside the box.
There is orie variation, however. The object is not to win the contents
but to describe them.
Siniply fill out the attached entry form and describe ·(on a separate
sheet) what you think might be .behind the curtain and inside the box.
Just address the envelope to Future Contest and drop in the nearest interdepartmental mailbox. .
_
· The winner (selected by our staff) will receive: 2 complimentary lunch
specials (one from the University Dining Room; one from the Knight's
Den); the debut record album by Pia Zadora; an ebony-colored ashtray
(procured from a truck-stop cafe); a siX pack of Blatz beer; and an exelusive interview to be published in the Future.

: · by Larry Thompson

--=-------

1
1 110
*_..._En-'e-rta_n_m_en_E_d__r

:

*
*
•
:

"Jump Up!"
Elton John

Other strong cuts include: "Legal
Boys," a heart-rending ballad; "I Am
Your Robot," a satirical commentary
on mechanized love (including
screeching synthesizers); and "Blue
Eyes", perhaps the most beautiful
Iove song since "Candle in the Wii}d."
Supported by long-time bassist Dee
Murray, guitarist Richie Zito, and ·ace
session-drummer Jeff Porcaro, Elton
John is back in peak form. It's enough
to make even the wary listener ju~p
up and take no~ice.

After plumbing the depths of the
disco abyss with a number of forget* table albums, Elton John has sur: faced at last on ~s new LP, · "Jump
*
* up!"
*
* Singing with the same conviction
:
* that marked past classics such as
Heart
•
: "Tumbleweed
Connection"
and
*
* "Goodbye Yellow Brick Road," the
When a- band releases a "greatest
*
* flamboyant piano wizard has again ·hits'' album, it usually means one of
:
: established himself as a genius of the two things:· the band has peaked and
it-- :-- -=- - - - - - - - - ·-. pop-rock genre.
·is on the verge of br~g up or the
It
•
band is signalling a change in the next
* Name.............................................................:........................................................
• "Jump Up!" features some of Ber• Address .................................................................................... ;........................... , * nie Taupin's most pertinent lyrics in '.phase of its career.
*
*years, especially on "Empty Garden
Happily for Heart fans, the latter
: Phone Number...... :.......................... ~ ....................... .,.Age...................................
: (Hey Hey Johnny)," a chilling case is true.
* UCF Major................. :....... :................................... Sex................... :................... •memorial to John Lennon. Describing After last year's pondering double
* Favorite color........... .-....................................... Shoe size........... :.......................
• the . somber atmosph~re of the album, "Live and Greatest Hits," the
* Favorite. cartoon character...............................................................................
* Dakota, Taupin writes: "What hap- sister team of Ann arid Nancy Wilson
**
.
•* pened
here? As the New York sunset ~ve
settled paSt differenres
• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ....;.. _ __.:.. _ _ - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •disappeared, I found an empty ga,rwith their uhhappy love rela~ions
* What's behind the CQrtain?
What's inside the box,?
*den among the flagstones there1 Who and have decided to forge ahead with
*It '
It li ed h ' ?" .
something new.
·
Pam Glmson/Future
It V
ere'
.
"Private
Audition"
is
that
something ~d may prove to be the
~
pray for rain, and with every . drop best Heart effort to date. A word of
Ca.ution, however-this new material
*
it thatfiµls, Wehearyour~ame."
*
~
• Although the Taupin lyrics are takes some getting used to.
The album jacket alone provides a
more ominous ("Where Have All the
*
- .,
it Good Times Gone?" , "All Quiet on
clue to Heart's shifting style. Ann
*
• the Western J;ront" ) the remaining and Nancy look as sultry as ever and
:
: cuts, penned by Gary Osborne, balance their male counterparts (Howard
L'eese, Michael Derosier and Steve
*
it the - mood.
Most notable is the
•
• country-flavored "Ball & Chain," Fossen) are shown sporting sharp
*
. .
..
• which features the unmistakable
*
'"'·'
It
Heart, page 6
•• * * * *' * * * * * * * * * * * •. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ guitar strumming of Pete Townshend.
it

''Private Audition''

aPPmmtly

:.

:
:

·f-,-,..·-r.tr·. . :
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H e a r t - - - -·-from page 5
black tuxedoes with white spats. The
mood is one of class and elegance.
The sound quality and production
are
immaculate, grabbing the
listener's attention from the opening
cut, ''City's Burning." Nancy
Wilson's emotional acoustic guitar is
complimented by the fat Derosiercum-John Bonh8m. drum tracks.
After "Perfect Stranger," a song
' dominat.ed by soaring string emsembles, the feel changes with a '40s-style
two-step, "Private Audition." What
follows is a stunning a cappella vocal
introduction to "Angels," a ballad
dedicated-to Sean o. Lennon. Wilson
sings,'' Angels, I bear them in the
trees, I wish that one was me."
The side concludes with the newly
released single, "Tltjs M;an Is Mine,"
a swinging pop tune in the vocal style
of Rickie Lee Jones.
Flowing sY,Dthesizers highlight side
two's opening rocker, "The Situ-.
ation,'' which sets up another ballad,
"Hey Darlin Darlin."
The snength-of this ~bum is dqe in
part to the fine lyric contributions by
long-time partner Sue Ennis. Other
added suprises include
tongue-incheek tap dance intro to "One Word,''
as well as the guttural commands of
the mysterious agent who apparently
is holding the private audition.
The album closes .with a disturbing
SOI!K__ _titJ~ _ "Am~ca." A somber
mood oozes from such strong lyrics as.
·"Alneri~. are you 10smg
mind, America, don't leave me
behind."
Times have changed and Heart
seem~ to have kept pace. If this album
is an indication, the best is yet to
come.

a.

·your

1982

But in "The Gift" he realizes:
'•Move-move-I've iwt the itlft of life,
,Can't you see it in the twinkle of my ,
eye, I can't stand up and I can't sit
down, I gotta keep moving-'' ·
Side two cooks the hardest,
begining with "Running on The
' Spot." "Circus" is a pounding rhythm
track, featuring the Latin timbale solo
of drummer Buckler. The calypso
backbeat of "The Planners Dream
Goes Wrong" includes .steel drums
and th~ excellent horn section of
trumpeter Steve Nichol and saxman
Keith Thomas. "Town Called Malice,"
With its Motown-influenced organ:
melody and handclaps, sets up a
bouncy vocal that could make · even
The Clash' s Joe Strummer envious.
With the evolutfon of new wave into
what might be called "now wave,"
The Jam . ~ve finaJ.ly established
themselves in the American music
market as a band of importance; a
band that possesses "the gift" of fresh,
new talent.

"The Gift"
The Jam
In 1977, a little-known trio from
suburban Woking, England released a
debut album, "In The City," which
produced a #1 single in Britain. Then
in 1980 they accomplished a feat
equalled only. by Elvis and the Beatles
by placing six singles on the British
charts at the same time.
After the release of thier fifth LP,
"Sound Affects," the talent.eel combination of Paul Weller (guitar), Rick.
Buckler (drums) and Bruce Foxton:
(bass), collectively known as The Jam,
establishep themselves as an original
band in the fine tradition of The Police
and The Clash.
Their success continues with the
latest offerings of original songs on
"The Gift."
Relying on heavy rhythm-and-blues
influences, The cl: am deliver upbeat
dance music that is at times
reminiscent of early Kinks and the
Dave Clark 5. Songs like "Happy
Together," "Ghosts," and "Precious,"
deal with overcoming the fear of personal committment, calling for a true
expression of love and caring. Others,
such as "Just Who Is The 5 O'Clock
Hero?" and "The Gift," reflect the
gritty lifestyle of the average working
man who still maintains a positive
outlook on life while keeping a sense
ofhumor about the situations.

"Pia"
Pia ,Zadora

You've seen her on such pr~gra.ms
as "The Merv Show" and "Late
Night with David Letterman.'' Now,
you can see her on the cover of her
debut solo album.
She's none . other than 26-year-old
blonde bombshell and darling of
Hollywood, Pia Zadora. After copping
· the "Best New Star~' Golden Globe
In ''Hero,'' Weller sings: ''My hard award for her role in the film ''Buttereamed dough goes in bills and larder,, fly," she now displays her vocal talent
And that Prince Phillip tells us we on disc.
-gotta work harder! It seems a conBut with a face like hers (and a
stant struggle just to eXist, Scrimp- body to match), just put the cover on
ing and saving and crossing off lists." the turntable and let it spin.

..

Corriing
Attractions....
Game Night
Come unwind with the all-:night
action provided by the Student
Center Gameroom, Friday, June
11, from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m.
During Game Night, participants can enjoy FREE billiards,
table tennis, board and card
games, and refreshments. Electronic games are available at
. regular prices.

Blues Brothers
On Wednesday, June 9, the SC
presents "The Blues Brothers"
movie at 8:30 p.m. in the SC
Auditorium. Pork-pie hats and
dark sunglasses are optional.

Luau Dinner
The Loke Lani Hawaiian Dance
Troupe will ent.e~ at a special
luau dinner on Monday, June 14
in the University Dining.Room.
The fun starts at 4:45 and continues until 6:30 p.m. Regular
dinner prices will be in effect.

•

Ray Charles
1'ampa Theatre presents Ray
Charles in concert with The
Raeletts and the Ray Charles
Orchestra on Friday, June 11 at
8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Reserved _
seats are just $9.50. Tickets are ·
available at the Tampa Theatre
Box Office which is open weekdays noon to 5 p.m. For more info, call 813-223-8.981.

~--~~~~~mmnm~~~~~~mm~~~~~~;~~·~·~4
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GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN
by Mary Maguire

GORDON'S BBQ TH~ PITS
well, some of you who drove up
to the 1Slwood Com Festival
over the Memorial Day weekend
probably stopped to sample the
food at Gordon's . Barbecue in
.Apopka as did my companion and
I. Our taste t.est at Gordon's left a
lot to be desired.
In the first place, Gordop' s
"famous baby back ribs" were
burned to a crisp and overpriced
at. $7.95. My companion ordered
the BBQ Chicken Platt.er ($6.50)
and although it was a generous
portion, the food was cold.
Needless to say, we left Gordon's.
disappointed without ordering
dessert.
In a word: I think Uncle JQnes'
Barbecue in Cassalberry is far superior.

•••
FEEDBACK: I'm happy to
rep(>rt that the White Marlin
Restaurant in Longwood is
welcoming many new UCF
patr~ns after last week's report in
this
column.
Owner
Sam
Galbraith is most supportive of
the Golden Knights.·

•••

At the Time Out Lounge in the
Quality Inn last Friday, you could
hardly belly up to the bar. There
were so many Greeks enjoying
Happy Hour 2 for 1 's from 3 to 9
p.m. Most evident were the
Sigma Chi's and their revelry
continued past midnight as the

m
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be quite a watering hole for
UCF'ers every afternoon during

II
::r.....:::·

WE ARE THE ONLY RESTAURANT OF OUR KIND I!!

COME SEE THE o'IFFERENCE - - - - - - - - - ,

@

:::::~if:::~:~ I

I

SPECIALTIES INCLUDEi'

;::

SHISH KABAB
~
KI FTA KA BAB U...;:;ni;.:.:v•.:;;.Bl;..;.;v.-.-1;;;:;.&._ _...i........_-....__--+~1-GRAPE LEAVE
t
BABA STEAK
~
OUZY
~
677-4495 CALL ON US TODAY.

Horse Bar out in Bithlo? Satur- ~
day ~ght my guest and I popped
in for some beer and ended up · ~1·:-;
clogging away to what could only ~ ·
be described as "mountain .,, ·
music" performed by a trio of · .J
locals. When in Bithlo, it's the
White Horse.

I

•••

\

Now Available In Sanford

Professional

~

There's still no word out on the
Magic Pan takeover in Fashion '·~
Square Mall. Everyone is keeping
mum about the new owners and
the menu changes which will
inevitably follow. I do know this,
the former crepiere will feature ·II,
more of an "uptempo" at- · '
mosphere and ·less of that "tea
setting. It's just what the
area needs. That 30 minute drive
to Altamonte Springs is a bear after a while and th~ east central
part of town is long overdue for a
specialty restaurant and lounge!

lnstru'ctions

· -· Men and W~men
·
Now you can learn this dynamic me ns of self defense and receive
your certified Black Belt Rank ...
Competitive •
Non-competitve
• Professional Men
Youth and Teenagers
Parents Remember the practice of Karate not only teaches selfdefense but also builds confidence, strong character and teaches
self-control/discipline.
lntematlonal Karate Academy
Zayre's Plaza Highway 17-92 in Sanford, 323-2932
OP-EN ·
Mon. &"':led. 5 to 8 p.m.
Tues.~ Thurs. Sto 10 p.m.
Saturdays 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

room"

•••
Sunday Brunch ($6.95) at the
Knight's Table Restaurant in the
Quality ·Inn was suPerb. I've said
it before and I'll say it again...try
it!

Karate

'

''

-

Competitive and Non-competitive
One of the most Dynamic and Progressive Karate Systems
Developed.
__ .... _____
.

.
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0Dinion
It's time to take a stand on the ERA
This week marked either the beginning or the end of an issue that will affect
our society for decades. This week Florida lobby groups began gearing up for a
final attempt at pu·shing the Equal Rights Amendment through the state
legislat:ure.
Part of this regrouping .for the fiDal assault took place at UCF Wednesday
when the University's chapter of the United Faculty of Florida sponsored a
reception for its ERA Countdown workers. Sunday the group will participate
in a march on.our state capital in support of the legislation that could add some
backbone to a lot of big talk.
B~g talk like "You· can go as far as you want to in America," -or· "The only
limit to a persons success is their ambition and talent." Those are all
American ideals, but they really don'f meaa very much unless we as a ootion
are ready to back them up.
I'll be the first to admit that placing provisions in the Constitution to protect
minorities didn't provide sweeping changes overnight, but those concepts put
into writing meant that the majority of the people in this country were going to
take a stand.
If the majority of the citizens in this country were against ERA, then I
wouldn~t write this editorial. However, polls and statistics indicate that a
majority of the people in this nation support both the amendment and what it
is designed to do.
It won't legalize homosexual marriage. The amendment fights
discrimination on the basis of sex, not sexual preference.

It won't destroy the family. If . the foundation of the American family is
based on the concept that a woman should earn 53 percent of what an equally
qualifie<:i man makes, then the family unity is in trouble. If that were true, the
American family would be based on forced servitude rather than love.
It won't outla~ separate toilets. This concept has always amused me. Words
can't alter a society's morality. Bombs, bullets and tanks can't change a
society's morality. Only the societal members themselves can change· their attitudes. I don't think the ERA will cause a mass movement of women breaking
down th~ doors of the men's rooms.
Those negative arguments are a smoke screen; a diversion thrown up by a
few to manipulate the fears of many. Opponents of the ERA will rarely discuss
the pay differences between the sexes. They won't discuss the differences in
social security benefits that divide the sexes. Instea:d they pour millions of
dollars into convincing us that th~ ERA is a communist plot aimed at letting
homosexuals into ladies' re·strooms. . .
. Governor Graham has called for a special session this month to vote the
ERA up or down. The eyes of the nation and the world will 'be on the Sunshine
State. It would be a disgrace to allow a handful of backward legislators to kill
something that a majority of this population demands.

Michael E. Griffin
Editor in chief

'

BROOSTERFOOT

by Scott Hayes and Walt. Hawkins
CANDIDATE MUST
5F'€AK FL..UE'NI

itVANTEO- NUCLeA~ A"ST~O

CZEc.H0~~-4Kt'r,J ·

e>10f'H"("5tCAL ENG.I NEE-~
T~AINEe .-

M(.l'ST HA\/c 6.?.-

DeG~€E o~

A university should be a place of
light, of liberty and of learning.
-Benjamin Disraeli
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.Campus
Close-up

A contemporary look at
college Zife in America.

Seven O>hunhia Univm;ity students
The student newspaper at Yale
and a fraternity were put on
Unive; sity reports a revival of the
probation for the alleged harrassment button fad. Political statements, rock
of a freshman woman·who visited the groups, jokes, and rude remarks are
frat house. The woman claimed that what the fashionable Ivey Leaguers
over 12 naked men barricaded her into are wearing these days. Button sales
a bedroom, made crude remarks and at the Yale co-op and most local stores
actions, and turned the lights off. are up and some students wear. as
Three students who didn't participate many as 50 buttons at a time.
in the activities, but made no attempt
•••
to stop them, were censured.
, A new cigarette . tax may help
•••
college students in Massachusetts.
Football players at the University Under· a new bill introduced in the
of Maryland .will no longer . be state house recently, a new 2 cent tax
separated on two upper dormitory on each cigarette package would be
floors. The players formerly inhabited converted to state student aid funds
the seventh and eighth floors of the paying for work-study program and
university's Ellicott Hall. That was loan grant programs. The minimum
until complaints about objects flying grants would be increased from a
out of dorm windows began to sur- $300-$900 range to a range of $500 up
face. The . administration decided to to half o~ tuition.
move the athletes to the first and
•••
second floors of the hall. Eventually
A bill requiring safety devices for
R.E:9dent Life officials hope t.o disperse beer kegs is now before the California
the team over a large ar~.
st.ate Jegislature. Its sponser, Assembly..
man Howard Berman of Beverly
•••
A SADD chapter, Students Against Hills, says at least seven people have
Drunk Drivers, organized on the died in the past 20 years because of
· Ohio Stat.e University campus, will keg explosions. A Calif~a State
o~ganize
a
speakers'
bureau University· Long Beach student was
for high school and college functions killed by such an explosion last year.
Burman says a $2 safety device would
and may develop a service to get partiers home without letting them keep gas from flowing into the beer
barrel at full pressure.
behind the wheel.

Business Manager

LETIERs---

Laura J. Hoffman
Managing Editor

No •

compar1s~n

to SAGA
Editor:
In tJ::ie past, the campus meal service has been frequently criticiZed.
I've been a regular visitor to several
other major university campuses and
in my opinion SAGA is nothing to
complain about.
The campus cafeteria offers a wide
variety of food to choose from. This is
usually not the case at other schools.
The SAGA directors also go out of
their way to provide special events for
the students. Days featuring different
.countries' cuisines, a Valentine's Day
champagne brunch and an outdoor
picnic were just some of the specials
SAGA provided last semester. This is
schools..
rare at other
.
In short, those who complained so
much about the SAGA should visit
cafeteriason other college campuses. ·
What we have may not compare to
Mom's cooking, but in view of other
colleges we have no reason to com·
plain.
Janna M. Welden

Kathleen G. Foronda
Editorial Staff
Michelle
Naspinsk~
assistant ·
managing editor; Larry Thompson, entertainmen.t; Pam Gimson, photo edtior;
Reporters: Vince Cotroneo, Elizabeth
Iwaszuk,
Bob
Jaxson,
Andrea
O'Malley, Deborah Parritt, and Mike
West. Photographer: Eileen Samelson.
Cartoonists: Walt Hawkins and Scott
Hayes .

ausiness Staff
Lisa Kendrick, Classified Ad Manager;
Account Executives: Bruce David,
Jayne Day, Jackie Demins, Chris Kelly'.
Lyrae Robinson, Casey Tennyson, Mike
. ,
.
Wilson, Janis WohL Production staff:
Lisa · Moller, Sandra- Moo~r, Patti
Nates, Karen Rhodes, Dave Tegeder,
Joanne Vente.vogeL Office a5sistant.·
Betsy · Carter. Circulation: Linda
Glaeser.
This
public
document
was
promulgated at an annual cost of
$79,000 or 5.3 cents per copy to infonn
. the university community. Annual advertising revenue of $50,560 defrays 63.9
percent of the annual cost.
' Opinions expressed in the Futu.re are
those of the editor or the writer and not
necessarily those of the University
Board of Publications or the cidministration.
" The Future is funded plLrtially
through the Activity and Service Fee
allocated by Student Government of the
,,
University of Central Florida.
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This past year the Florida Student Association has made great strides in
several key areas of higher education policy-making. The FSA Board of Directors and staff has had ample input into discussions and policy decisions made
by both the Postsecondary Education Planning Commission and the Board of
Regents. The FSA staff has played an integral role in the drafting of the PEPC tuition and financial aid policy, which will allow students the opportunity to make
long-range preparations for funding the cost of their college educations. Fur-.
thermore, the FSA has never before had a better relationship with the Board of
Regents and their staff. This improved relationship between the BOR and the
FSA can be attributed to none other than Chancellor Barbara Newell, who has
consistently asked for student participation in all policy-making decisions that
affect the state university system.
·
I feel that the FSA has made an enormous amount of progress over the past
seven years of its existence. Although the Association is o~en criticized for ineffectiveness in lobbying the State Legislature, it has nevertheless been the only voice representing the students in the State University System. Although it
has been impossible to satisfy all the constituents' desires,the FSA has been
quite su~cessful in fending off additional student tuition and fee increases.
It has been a great honor for me to have served you as the Executive Director
of FSA this past year. I feel proud to have been affiliated with one of the best
and most viable student associations in the country. However, I need to emphasize that the Florida Student Association can only reach its optimum effectiveness when you, the constituents, take an active role and interest in it. We
are here to answer your questions and deal yvith the issues important to
you-please do not hesitate to let us know how we can best serve you.
Sincerely,

fk/.;.; (_ }LUJ./i1/)'· ~·~l/V
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HISTORY

Rob Auslander '
Executive Director
The Florida Student Association was formed as the Florida Student Lobby in
1975 as a central lobby effort for the students of the Florida State University.
system. The group was formally incorporated on November 17, 1976. The
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • association currently represents the student bodies at all nine state universities.
The total population represented is over 125,000 full-time enrolled students .. A
Curren_tly, several student governments. in the SUS are experiencing enormous
hardships with their activity and service fee budgets. The continued increases
· in career salary lines coupled with the demand for increased funding to intercollegiate athletics has forced the student government associations to cut studen't programming and organizations. At the University of South Florida for instance, a whopping 35% of the total activity and service fee budget is committed to the intercollegiate athletic department. ~urthermore, career salary lines
consume over 50% of the total A&S fee budget at· USF. If left untouched, these
salary lines would, in fact, co'nsume the t<;)tal A&S fee budge.t at USF in less than
eight years.
·
To help alfeviate these problems with the A&S fee budgets, the Florida Student
Association has proposed two ideas to the State Legislature. The first proposal
establishes a separate athletic fee within the State University System. The
athletic fee would be assessed on a per capita basis, with the base amount
predicated on the amount of activity and service fees that went to intercollegiate athletics during the 1981-82 fiscal year. Once the aJlotment going to
ICA is separated, the activity and service fee would be reduced proportionately. The athletic fee proposal would provide both a stable funding base to the
intercollegiate athletic departments and much needed fiscal relief to the student government ass9ciations.
The second proposal that the FSA has presented to the State Legislative deals
with the problem of career personnel lines within the activity and service fee
budgets. The FSA has recommended to the Legislature that educational and
general funding be increased to the universities in order to transfer some of
these positions from the activity and service fee budgets. The FSA ha.s emphasized that ·A&S fees should not continue to fund those career personnel
positions that are directly affiliated with a~ademic and administrative oriented
programs. A

FUNDING
The association currently depends on a weighted dues structure with each
member institution contributing a percentage equal'to the percentage of the
statewide student population enrolled at their university. The funds used to
pay these annual dues are drawn fro'm Activity and Service Fee accounts that
are generated at each state university. This funding method has been policy
since the association was formally established.
·
The student governments withio the state university system d~pend on the Activity and Service Fee for operational and program funding. This fee is assessed
on a per credit hour basis as an integral part of registration fees for each
semester. It was established as a separate.fee to guarantee adequate funding _
for student athletics, intram·ural programs, student organizations, entertainment
programs, health services and service oriented bond obligations. A

GOVERHANCE
The governing board of the Florida Student Association is the State Council of
Student Body Presidents. Each member of the Board of Directors' is the duly
elected representative of his/her student body and acts in accordance with
the interests of . the elected student senate, or other duly elected governing
body, at their institution. A
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A)

To increas~ the communication process -between the FSA
and the nine member Student Government Associations by:
1) Reestablishing the FSA newsletter on a quarterly basis.
2) PeriodiE:ally traveling to the nine member SGA's and formally addressing each individual Executive and Legislative
· branch on the progress of the FSA.
3) . Developing the annex program at each individual campus.
4) Submitting various articles and letters about the -FSA
and the student issues to the community and member
school newspapers.

8)

To direct and coordinate and the staff and interns of the FSA
on various board approved legislation.

C)

To make a concerted effort, wit_
h the Community College
and Private University students, in registering as many
students as possible to vote in local, state, and national elections. ·

. D)

To continue to remain active in the· national student movement by communicating and exchanging i11formation with
other state and national student associations.

E)

· To participate ·in the formation and enactment .of new
legislative guidelines dealing with the academic advisement
of SUS students.

F)

To lobby against any tuition increase proposals from .either
the executive or legis.lative branches.

G)

To lobby against any legislative proposal which:
1) Separates the activity and service fee.
2) Redu~·es student control over the activity and service
·fees.
3) Establishes mqndatory career service po~ition maintance from A&S fees.

H)

To actively lobby legislation V'{hich addresses the current
A&S fee shortfalls in the recent fee sche'dule revisions,
without increasing the overall per credit hour charge.

1)-

To participate in the process of revi~wing existing financial
aid programs on the state level, and to develop new state
programs to ease the shortfa~I created by .federal aid cuts.

J)

To increase the 1effectiveness of the FSA "Politcal Action
Committee" by:

Salary:
Executive Director
Chief Lobbyist
SS Matching
Part-time

Expense:
Attorney
Travel
Telephone
Rent
Service Contracts
Purchase
Office Supply
Accountant
Miscellaneous
Taxes, Licenses

$13,500.00
12,500.00.
3,000.00
3,400.00
----32,400.00

Publicabons
Newsletter
Office Furniture
Workman's Comp./
Business Insurance
Unallocated Reserve

1,000.00
4,500.00
3,500.0Q Expenses
Salary
2,500.00
Expense
500.00
2,500.00
2,000.00
1,200.00 Income
Dues
500.00
Interest
600.00

1) Publicly endorsing political candidates that are sympathetic to student issues.
2) Mainta.ining files·on local and statewide candidates running for public office.
3) To encourage students to work on the campaigr:is of
- those candidates that are sympathetic to student issues. A

CREATIVE DIRECTOR: Cynthia Wrobel

200.00 ..
500.00
500.00
600.00
600.00
----21,2qo.oo

32,400.00
21 ,200.00
----53,600.00
53,000.00
600.00
----53,600.00
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- SJR 969, which included the Athletic Fee Prop sal, was ruled dead as it waited
on the Senate calendar in Rules Committee.
Gov. Graham's proposed increase of over 20% was soundly defeate<;i despite
support from the Speaker of the House. The issue was never discussed beyond
sub-committee level because of active support for our position from both appropriations chairmen. A
.

Proviso language strengthening language in· SCR 960 was 9dopted by the
Senate and died from lack of support by the House Appropriations chairmen.

-
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., OTHER '. RELATED ISSUES
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PEPC Commission Master Planning
----------------....:.......--------------- Tuition Policy
$750,000 was allocated out of recurring Education and General revenue
to create up to 30 new positions and enhance existing salary
lines in individual university financial aid offices this year. !

A policy linking tuition rates to a percentage of general revenue appropriations
to the E&G budget has been approved. The issue of percentage level is not yet
settled. It is now narrowed to 20% to 30%.

Financial Aid Policy
First draft is approved. The subcommittee accepted our positions on:
i) The necessity of relief for graduate students through tuition waivers for
holders of assistantships.
ii) The review of tuition voucher eligibility requirements.
iii) The necessity of a new, expanded public grant program.

Dorm Rental Rates
Were increased an average of 11 % systemwide.

Federal Aid Cutbacks
Pa~icipation in the organization and implementation of the Florida FAIR progro/m was extremely benefical in motivating public sentiment against cutbacks
in aid. Over 60,000 letters to recipients and parents, rallies at universities and in
Tallahassee, press conferences, information tables, and seminars were all
results of student action on Florida SUS campuses led by the Florida Student
Association.

Overall funding for libraries remained stable and almost $7
million was appro'pr.iated from General' Revenue to fund new
book and periodical allocations. !
.

Liegislators voted to
increase the state
sales tax by one percent. Higher Education received a substantial share of the
new revenues. For the
first time in history the
BOR got everything
they requested and
more.
TYPOGRAPHY ADVISOR: Jeff Macharyas

SB 96/HB 526-Student-Regent Fellowship
SB 648-Graduate Assistant Tuition Waiver
SB 157 /HB 372-Univ. Sponsored Research
SB 213-War Victims Scholarship Fund
SB 307 /HB 519-Visiting Scholars Program
SB 436-Student Financial Aid Trust Fund
SB 442-Son of Trask/Bush (opposed)
SB 483/678-Academic Scholars Fund, and
HB 384/872-lncreases and Adjustments
SB 354/HB 692-Sophomore Testing Bill
SB 976-College Work Experience Program
(SB 120)
SJR 969-Activity and Service Revisions

Died on Calendar
Died on Calendar
Signed into Law
Signed into Law
Died in Rules and Calendar
Signed into Law
Died in Education Comm.
Signed into Law
Signed into Law

Died .in Rules and Calendar

J' ...-.
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If .you are a state university student, you are' a stockholder in this corporation
and I congratulate you on being interested enough to check on our progress
this year. The Florida Student Association is working every day to better your
representation in the state capitol and help you better represent yourself in the
variety of educational and political policy-making arenas that affect your life.
Our biggest problem is the fact that we don't reach as many of you as we
wquld like to". FSA needs people who are concerned about rights as citizens,
the quality of their education and the responsibilties of the state in its·ongoing
commitment to public education. FSA needs people who believe that the best
kind of government is self-government and believe it strongly enough to live it.
I hope that this publication and others like it will help us get together and working in tfle same. direction.
This year has been a positive and successful year for us. FSA's credibility and
influence has continued to grow at a steady pace in the many areas that we
deal in on a daily basis. Our activities this year have laid a great burden on our
- successors because of the committments that we have gotten from the Board
of Regents, the Postsecondary Education Planning Commission, the House and
Senate Education committees and others to serve as full and equal partners in
the development-of crucial policy issues Jike state student financial aid policy
for the next twenty years. I have every confidence that the association and the ·
students that work in all our vital support services across the state will meet the
challenge and extend the winning record that FSA has earned and enjoyed
througho.ut its brief history.
I'd like to thank all of the people that have made this past year and my entire
stay with the association the success that it has been. Your concern and the
- concern that I have seen on the SUS campuses with student issues have made
me a student issue lobbyist for life. Remember, be patient with the growth of
the Florida Student Association. The goals we have all set for it are very lofty
and the ground that we have covered has all been heretofore unexplored. Be
proud of what we have done in Florida because very few others have done so
well with such an ambitious experiment.
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Steve Hall
Chief Lobbyist

An issue that has been on the mind of the vast majority of college students across the country this year has
been the nature ·o f the budget cuts ·proposed by the
Reagan Administration in Federal Student Financial
Aid Programs. From the first announcement of the
budget revisions reducing program -funding, the
Florida Student Association has been working to
assist Florida SUS students, Administrators and
parents in lobbying against the cuts.
FSA was instrumental in organizing and -carrying out
the objectives of the statewide F.A.l.R. (financial aid is
recyclable) program. This program was a cooperative
venture that brought students, Financial Aid Directors, Administrators and the Board of Regents
together in an effort to show our united opposition to
the reduction in aid funds. The project generated
over 60,000 letters to parents and Legislatures,
positive media and editorial support, community action groups, rallies and information seminars and a
visible sense of u'nity in the university community. The
momentum generated by this project and similar projects in other states has caused both the Reagan Ad-

ministration and the Congress to take a long look at
any aid reduction proposals.
FSA has been active on the State level on a wide
variety. of Financial A!d projects this past year. Using
the interest and momentum generated by the FAIR
program anchelated events, we have been very successful in efforts to bring student financial aid concerns up the priority list for the State Legislature next
year. We have received commitments from the
House and Senate Education Committees to assign
special study groups to deal specifically with restructuring Florida's State Financial Aid program offerings
and implementing the changes in the 1983-1985 State
budget. Our input has _been sought out and well
recieved .across the board on how to structure future
programs: We have suggested the following general
guidelines to the Postsecondary Education Planning
Commission, The Florida Student Financial Assistance
Commission, the SUS Financial Aid Directors Council,
the legislature and the Board of Regents. The State
should offer a variety of programs including, but not
.limited to:

A) A State Guara.nteed Student Loan Program
mode.led after the Federal GSL program to attract the
resources of Florida's private financial community.
B) A portable grant program to replace the
public/priyate institutional differentiation inherent in
the FSAG and tuition voucher programs. C) Work study and expanded Co-Op job programs benefitting both the Educational objectives of
students and the interests of the Florida business
community.
We have been successful in keeping financial aid
needs of Florida students in the spotlight this year
with the help of many motivated students. This kind
of support has been and is still crucial to the ultimate
success of our efforts. AnyoQe that is interested in
helping in the effort for 1982-83 should contact your
university Student Government or call the FSA office
in Tallahassee for further information on what you can
do. We are going to need much support from
students and their parents during the months before
. the 1983 Legislature. We're counting on you to help. j
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